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Order No. ATP-143/APPCCB/ZO-KNL/CFO & HWM/2019  Date: 28.09.2019


2. Industry’s request letter dt. 03.09.2019
4. CFE Committee meeting held at ZO, Kurnool on 27.09.2019

In the reference 1st, the Board has issued Consent for Operation (CFO) orders to M/s Gayathri Milk Dairy, Sy.No.126/7, Kakkalapalli(V), Anantapuram district to Pasteurized milk - 24 KLD with a validity period up to 30.09.2020.

In the reference 2nd cited, the representative requested for extension of CFO for two more years and also stated the treated effluent is being utilized in the land owned by the industry, which is away from the industry, for gardening. It was also informed that the treated waste water was being transported to industry’s own land located at Maroor (V), Anantapur district, which is away from the industry through tankers and further submitted that there are no complaints against the industry.

The RO, Anantapur vide reference 3rd cited, forwarded the report to ZO, Kurnool and stated that the unit upgraded the ETP as per Board’s instructions and requested for extension of CFO for two more years. i.e. up to 30.09.2022. The unit was inspected by the EE, RO, Anantapur on 17.09.2019 and it was observed that the unit had upgraded the ETP by constructing an ETP consisting of primary collection tank, Aeration tank, Secondary collection tank and Dual media filter. On the day of inspections, the unit of ETP were in operation, and the treated effluents had not reached the dual media filters, Hence samples of treated effluent could not be collected.

The issue was placed in the CFO Committee meeting held at ZO, Kurnool on 27.09.2019. The committee noted from the RO report that

- The industry upgraded the ETP by constructing an ETP consisting of primary collection tank, Aeration tank, Secondary collection tank and Dual med filter and all the units were operating during the inspection and the samples could not be collected as the treated effluents as not reached the dual media filters.
- The industry informed that the treated effluents were being utilized in the land owned by the industry, which is away from the industry, for gardening.

The committee after detailed discussion on the agenda recommended to extend the validity of CFO for two more years. i.e. up to 30.09.2022 and also recommended to direct the EE, RO, Anantapur to closely monitor the industry for any illegal discharge other than
transport in to their own land located at Maroor (V), Anantapur district and also directed to regular monitoring shall be carried out by collecting effluent inlet and outlet samples and submit the analysis reports to ZO, Kurnool on regular basis preferably once in two months.

Hence, The Board after careful examination of the Committee recommendations and representation of the industry and RO report, hereby extends the validity of CFO order for two more years. i.e. from 30.09.2020 to **30.09.2022**.

The Validity period mentioned in CFO order i.e., “30.09.2020 ” hereafter shall be read as “30.09.2022 ”.

It is further informed that the conditions incorporated in the Schedule – A, B &C of the consent orders dated 12.10.2018 vide reference 1st cited will remain same.
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